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Substrate-binding proteins (SBPs) play an important role in solute uptake and signal transduction. In 2010, Berntsson et al. classified the 114 organism-specific SBP structures available at that time and defined six protein clusters, based on their structural similarity. Since then, the number of unique SBP structures has increased almost fivefold, whereas the number of protein entries in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) nearly doubled. On the basis of the much larger dataset, we now subclassify the SBPs within the original clusters. Moreover, we propose a 7th cluster based on a small group of SBPs with structural features significantly different from those observed in the other proteins.
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ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, forming one of the largest known protein families, are responsible for a major part of the solute uptake in bacteria and archaea [1,2]. They use substrate-binding proteins (SBPs) or covalent-linked substrate-binding domains (SBDs) to capture the solute and deliver the molecule for translocation by the transmembrane domain of the ABC transporter [3]. The transport is powered by the binding and hydrolysis of ATP by the nucleotide-binding domains on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane [4].

Although the majority of the known SBPs interact with ABC transporters, they are not the only interaction partners (Fig. 1). In bacteria and archaea, secondary transporters, named tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic (TRAP) transporters and tripartite tricarboxylate transporters (TTTs), also employ SBPs to capture their ligand [5–7]. Furthermore, in eukaryotes, a subset of metabotropic receptors (GPCRs) and ligand-gated ion channels (LGI) are activated through ligand binding to their respective SBDs [8], and in prokaryotes, some two-component regulatory systems use SBDs for signal recognition [9]. Finally, there are SBPs that function as transcriptional regulators, and here, the ligand-binding moiety is fused to a DNA-binding domain to regulate gene expression [10].

Substrate-binding proteins have a highly conserved three-dimensional structural fold, even though they often have little or no sequence similarity and serve multiple functions. They consist of two α/β domains with a central β-sheet of four to six β-strands flanked by α-helices. The two α/β domains are connected by a
hinge region, which comprises one to three interconnecting strands. The ligand is bound in the region between the two domains, and the binding causes the SBP to close around the ligand much like a ‘Venus Fly-trap’ [11]. We have recently shown that SBDs belonging to different structural classes all bind their ligand via a special type of induced fit rather than conformational selection [12]. The rate of closing increases with ligand concentration as in induced fit, but the proteins can also close in the absence of ligand, which has implications for the transport activity.

In 1999, Fukami-Kobayashi et al. divided SBPs into two different classes based on sequence similarity and topological arrangements of the β-sheets, to which later on a third class was added [13,14]. Eleven years later, Berntsson et al. [15] performed a reclassification based on the alignments of the available 3D structures of the proteins, which resulted in six different classes, which were described as clusters A to F.

The number of protein structures in the Protein Data Bank has almost doubled since the classification of Berntsson et al., in 2010, and now, there are more than 112 000 protein entries in the PDB. As membrane transporters, channels, and signal transducers involving SBPs are under intense study, we felt it was opportune to redo the structure-based classification on the much larger dataset available in 2016.

**Methods**

To expand on the 114 SBPs found by Berntsson et al. [15,16], the FFAS server was searched against the PDB using the 114 SBPs as input. The FFAS server first carries out a multiple sequence alignment using five PSI-BLAST iterations, and it then calculates a profile from the sequences found in the PSI-BLAST. This profile is compared to the PDB database, and an alignment score for each found structure is calculated [17]. The new PDB codes with a sequence identity to the query of less than 70% were converted to Uniprot IDs after duplicates were removed. These IDs were matched against the Uniprot IDs of the original 114 SBPs so that multiple structures of the same protein could be filtered out. This resulted in about 500 unique PDB codes, which were manually checked to verify that they are indeed associated with transporters, ion channels, signal transducers, or transcription factors. This resulted in the elimination of about 100 structures, such as artificial proteins (synthetic fusions with SBPs) and some enzymes.

The remaining 387 PDB codes were added to the original 114, all of these were pairwise structurally aligned using the PDBeFOLD server [18], and the RMSD values were determined. The resulting list of RMSD values was converted to a file suitable for input in the
KITSCH program of the PHYLIPS package [19], which was used to build a structural distance tree. The online tool iTOL was then used to visualize the tree [20].

To verify the clusters and classes evident in the tree, protein structures were visually checked, using PYMOL [21], and data regarding ligand specificity were taken from Uniprot and the PDB or primary literature. The full dataset can be found in Table S1.

Results and Discussion

The new structural distance tree is based on almost five times as many structures as the original tree described by Berntsson et al. [15] and contains 501 SBP-type structures (Fig. 2). The previous search did not include transcriptional regulators, but the 18 found in our analysis are included in the distance tree.

Interestingly, almost all new structures seem to fall within the six previously described clusters. The number of structures per cluster has increased to varying degrees, which allowed for a more detailed subclassification in most cases (Table 1). Clusters B and E seem to have grown the most, with eightfold to ninefold more structures, and this allowed us to further classify B and E into five and two subclusters, respectively. Below we describe the different clusters and the corresponding changes compared to the previous analysis.

Cluster A

Although cluster A has expanded considerably, the two subclusters identified 6 years ago are still clearly visible in the structural distance tree. The SBPs in cluster A are identified by a single α-helix functioning as the hinge region, and they are all part of ABC import systems. The substrates are either metal ions for subcluster A-I and siderophores or hemes for subcluster A-II [22–24]. While the overall folds and structural features that determine the clusters are the same between A-I and A-II, the main difference lies in the substrate-binding cavity. The loops lining the cavity display considerable variation to accommodate either the small metal ions or the much larger chelator complexes. An exception to this classification is the MolA protein (PDB: 3PSA), which binds the oxyanion molybdate or tungstate [25–27]. The overall structure undeniably classifies the protein as a cluster A member (subcluster A-II), but the substrate-binding cavity shows an intermediate size between A-I and A-II.

In the future as more structures appear, it is likely that MolA-type proteins will form a third subcluster.

Cluster B

The more than ninefold increase in structures in cluster B allowed us to distinguish between certain structural elements and subdivide B into five subclusters. SBPs in cluster B are identified by the presence of three interconnecting strands between the two α/β domains. The main determinants for the subdivision are the respective substrates and the absence or presence of one or two α-helices interrupting the second strand (Fig. 3). Subcluster B-I SBPs, where this α-helix is missing, mainly bind sugars or sugar alcohols and autoinducer 2. These SBPs are part of ABC transporters and two-component regulatory systems or function as a transcriptional regulator.

The substrates of subcluster B-II and B-III SBPs are amino acids and aromatic compounds, respectively, and are part of ABC transporters. The defining structural motif for these subclusters is one α-helix for B-II, which is complemented with an additional small α-helix for B-III. Cluster B-IV SBPs are part of the natriuretic peptide receptors (NPR) and are involved in signal transduction. The shift of the α-helix, interrupting the hinge in cluster B-IV, seems to be caused by the presence of a glycan moiety as a result of glycosylation. On the basis of research on a NPR dimer, it has been proposed that the α-helix acts as a spring to constrain the SBP in the closed state [28]. Subcluster B-V shows two small α-helices interrupting the hinge, and the second helix is located more in front of the substrate-binding site. The SBPs of B-V interact with metabotropic glutamate receptors, which belong to the GPCR family, so it is possible that the extra α-helix stabilizes the closed state and thereby enhances the sensitivity of the receptor.

The 18 transcription factors found in our analysis are part of subcluster B-I and D-II. Thirteen of the

Table 1. The number of SBP structures found in 2010 (Berntsson et al. [15]) and in 2016 (this paper).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>Fold increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclustered</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
regulators found in B-I are of the lac-repressor type. They bind carbohydrates and play a role in the regulation of sugar metabolism. Interestingly, five transcription factors are now assigned to D-II, while previously all the DNA regulators were proposed to be in cluster B. The DNA-binding SBPs found in cluster D are of the lysR-type transcriptional regulators (LTTR) and are structurally different from the lac-repressor type found in cluster B. They are involved in the upregulation of genes under starvation conditions or in the production of virulence factors [29–31].

Cluster C
This cluster contains SBPs with an additional domain in between the two lobes and has molecular masses ranging from 53 to 70 kDa, which is similar to that of cluster G proteins and much larger than that of all
other types of SBPs. Cluster C proteins bind a considerable range of substrates like (oligo)peptides, cellobiose, opines, and nickel ions, and they all interact with ABC transporters. The large variety in size of these substrates is reflected in the size of the binding cavity. However, the overall structure remains the same, and due to the absence of clearly defined motifs or features linked to cavity size, we could not confidently assign subclusters.

Cluster D

The previous analysis divided cluster D into four subclusters based on the branching in the structural distance tree and the respective substrates. Although the number of structures has increased fourfold, the four subclusters are still valid.

Subcluster D-III, which Berntsson et al. classified as tetrahedral oxyanion-binding proteins, is now split in two parts: D-III-a and D-III-b. Although the original classification was based on the cognate substrate, the further subclassification is based on an extra structural element in D-III-b, namely a β-sheet located laterally on the surface of the protein [32,33].

A large part of cluster D forms a separate branch in the distance tree and does not fall under the previously assigned classes. We could not find a clear common motif or substrate and could not confidently assign new subclusters.
Cluster E

All the SBPs found in this cluster associate with either TRAP or TT transporters, which use an electrochemical ion gradient to drive transport. The majority of structures in class E-I (46–67) is the result of an extensive screen for new substrates of TRAP-associated SBPs [34], including ectoine, pyroglutamate, and several uronic, aldaric, dicarboxylic, keto, and sialic acids.

Importantly, two SBPs, BugD and BugE [35,36], which Berntsson et al. assigned to cluster F, now show a high structural similarity with cluster E proteins. Both proteins have the typical long interconnecting β-strand, which is part of both domains. However, the domain spanning α-helix is shortened to the point where it no longer connects the domains (Fig. 4). Additionally, the α-helices on the backside of the SBP are arranged differently. This prompted us to subdivide BugE and BugD into a separate subcluster, E-II. Also, these SBPs do not seem to interact with TRAP, but with the related TT transporters. Although our analysis did not classify Bug27 (PDB: 2QPQ) in E-II, visual inspection of the structure suggests it also belongs to this subcluster [37].

Cluster F

This cluster showed the least growth in new structures and those found are clearly distributed amongst the four subclusters previously identified. Although the subcluster F-IV seems to have two different branches, closer examination did not reveal discernible structural features nor do they bind different ligands, hence further subdivision was not necessary.

Cluster G

The two SBPs that did not group with any of the clusters in our previous analysis also now do not fall in cluster A-F. The early branching of these two alginate-
binding proteins (PDB: 1Y3P and 1J1N) suggests that their structure is unique and warrants a new 7th cluster; we now found an additional uncharacterized protein that we assign to cluster G. (PDB: 3OMB) [38–40]. Although the relative large size of these proteins of 60 kDa is similar to the molecular mass of the SBPs of cluster C, they have a different tertiary arrangement. Another interesting feature of the cluster G SBPs is the metal-binding site, which is located close to the SBP–membrane domain interface, which suggests a regulatory role in docking of the SBP (Fig. 5). Taken together, this group of SBPs signifies the inclusion of the new cluster G.

When we look at the structural distance tree, seven structures do not fall clearly within any of the seven clusters. However, visual inspection allowed us to assign those structures to one of the clusters, and this information is presented in Table S1.

**Conclusion**

Initially, when few structures of SBPs were available, the proteins were grouped on the basis of their structure and apparent substrate specificity [41]. In our current analysis, we still observe some correlation between structural class and specificity (Table 2), but within most clusters, the diversity of substrates bound is very large; for example, cluster C proteins bind substrates that range from peptides to sugars and metal ions, and cluster D proteins have sugars, inorganic anions, vitamins, metals, and polyamines as ligands. We anticipate that as more SBP structures become available, they may be subclassified further on the basis of their binding pocket and substrate specificity, as we already noticed for cluster B. However, the overall structures of the SBPs, the basis for the main clusters, tolerate a wide variation of binding pockets with little restrictions to the substrates that can be bound (Table 2). The apparent correlation between substrate specificity and some of the main clusters may thus ultimately vanish. An exception may be the substrates that require large binding pockets, for example, as found in the members of cluster A (siderophores or vitamin B12 [42]) and cluster C (oligopeptides) [43,44]; these substrates do not readily fit in the pockets of cluster B, D-G proteins.

The more than 500 substrate-binding proteins for which crystal structures are available have been classified in seven main clusters, each having distinct structural features. The large number of structures now allowed a further subdivision of the proteins, and in several cases, additional structural elements or discriminative features of the binding pocket were identified. Furthermore, we found that two types of transcription factors containing a DNA-binding domain are assigned to different clusters. We anticipate that the new and refined classification of SBPs aids in the characterization of this important and widespread class of proteins.
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